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 New/digital media technology, particularly the Internet, has created a venue for greater 

creative audience participation (e.g., fan fiction, fan music videos, discussion forums, etc.), while 

also manipulating this participatory activity into opportunities for television networks to direct, 

brand, and capitalize on consumers’ experience with a text across multiple platforms. It is 

evident that as media platforms further converge we will be unable to experience online content 

in anything but a highly structured and economically strategic environment. Even time-shifting 

and user-generated content has been rated, packaged, and sold to the highest bidder. Although 

networks encourage more interactive participation with television texts through their broadband 

components, at the same time, they merely give the illusion of agency. The relationship between 

television and the Internet has become decidedly hyper-commercialized and, in the end, not a 

space for consumer-driven content, but a mechanism for television networks and advertisers to 

cash-in on the televisual experiences of distinct audience segments. 

 An explicit impulse exists at the heart of this emerging convergence culture to produce 

transmedia texts that are both economically profitable and (in most cases) designed as viewer-

driven avenues for creating greater involvement with the originating text. Now, instead of the 

traditional processes of media distribution (e.g., windowing or syndication), media texts unfold 

across multiple platforms simultaneously with each medium contributing to the overall 

experience of audience consumption. Additionally, the Internet has offered audiences a forum for 

collaborative discussion and a space for creative feedback and engagement with content, 

indelibly linking transmedia texts to a more participatory media culture. As commodities, 

however, media products and their audiences are beholden to economic forces even though the 

Internet is ultimately marketed as a medium of infinite consumer choice.  

 Television networks are steadily incorporating online interactive elements to further 

stimulate the popularity of their prime-time programming. Nearly every show has a message 

board where viewers can discuss and evaluate episode content and character development, play 

program-themed games (e.g., USA Network’s “Character Arcade”), and read producers’ (and 

even fictional characters’) blogs. Encouraged by new outlets for branded entertainment 

production and audience accessibility to reliable broadband Internet, networks have constructed a 

virtual presence that directs viewers to further enjoy their favorite shows online.  

 However, the extensive foray of major media corporations into broadband, which to this 

point has been heavily promoted as a desire to give more personal control to consumers, merely 

disguises the tight rein they intend to keep on consumers’ personalized television and Internet 

capabilities. Networks’ permit restricted access to television content on their distribution portals, 

and even direct the resources consumers may use to pursue more meaningful autobiographical 

practices. In the case of consumer-generated “mashups” like TheWB.com’s “WBlender,” users 

have limited access to creative content available to produce fan (music) videos and personal 

networking or website applications. Therefore, most network portals use their interactive extra-

textual content as another way of manipulating viewers’ accessibility and control of program 

content, forcing them to adopt online experiences not of their own design. 

 With an eye on building more branded communities, networks have made the production 

of transmedia texts and their respective practice of synergistic storytelling a priority. Consider 

NBC’s extensive use of transmedia texts and interactive features to stimulate audience 



viewership and cross-platform advertising revenue. In the last few years NBC has purposefully 

created a wide-ranging line-up of online content that encourages viewers to explore its Web 

portal in promos during its programs, thereby further integrating the user’s relationship with the 

transmedia content under the NBC brand. In addition to the company’s involvement with online 

content distributors, NBC has sought lucrative advertising partnerships (e.g., Cisco and Nissan 

for Heroes), and even created an extensive product line sold only at the NBC.com store. Thus, 

NBC’s new media capabilities and promotion of transmedia texts have tapped into an 

increasingly profitable demographic for advertisers while giving the illusion of audience 

“power” over this fully integrated and branded entertainment 

 In the end, even though users are given the mechanisms to interact with their favorite 

shows, ultimately their control over the media text is quite limited and their experience highly 

structured on every website. Thus, the emerging participatory media culture stimulated by 

convergence is only an illusion of the user’s personalization and volitional mobility. Fans’ 

interaction with transmedia texts becomes simply another means for content producers to create 

targeted communities for digital advertising and promotion. 


